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Sno-Cone Machine Instructions 
 

Ice Requirements 

o The shaver will accept ice cubes or block ice. 
o Break blocks of ice into 2 to 3-inch pieces to fit into the hopper. The ice will 

not enter the shaving chute if the pieces are too large. 
o Harder ice will result in a finer snow; soft ice will result in a coarser snow. 

 

To Operate the Shaver 

1. Install the drain tube to guide melting sno in the direction of your choosing. 
2. Raise Hopper Lid (pusher cap) and load hopper with ice, a scoop has been 

provided with the machine.  
DO NOT put any object or hands into the hopper, ICE ONLY. 

3. Close pusher cap, and apply gentle downward pressure. 
4. Turn on the power switch. 
5. Press and hold in the red momentary switch to shave the ice. Release the 

button once all of the ice has been shaved. 
6. Adjust downward pressure to allow ice to adjust if needed. 
7. Do not lift the pusher cap until the motor is off and the shaver head has 

stopped.  Turn off power switch. 
8. Lift pusher cap and repeat steps 2-6 to shave more ice. 
9. A long handled, round scoop is provided for serving sno-cones.  Dress the ice 

with your syrup flavor of choice and ENJOY! 
 

Caution! 

→ Do not apply pressure on handle until motor is up to speed. 

→ Too much pressure on the pusher handle will make the ice come out too coarse; 

too little pressure makes the ice mushy.   

→ In normal operations the motor gets warm.  A surface temp of 150 is normal. 

→ Never allow any foreign or metallic objects around the shaver area.  Ice picks, 
scoops, and debris that may be in the ice often damage blades 

→ Always turn off the machine and unplug it prior to cleaning.  Never wash 
machine using abrasive cleaners, chemicals, steel wool, brushes, or leave 
overnight unwashed.  Always wash with a mild detergent (dish soap) and dry 
with a soft cloth after use. 

 


